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MEDIA RELEASE

HGTV Renews Its Blockbuster
Renovation Competition Series
ROCK THE BLOCK Featuring First-
Ever Waterfront Homes and Former
Teams Seeking a Rematch
HGTV (/NA/BRANDS/HGTV)

Rock The Block (/na/property/rock-block)

For the first time in  history, four returning teams will get a shot at redemption as
they compete to add the most value to Florida waterfront homes in a new season of HGTV’s smash hit
home renovation competition. During the fresh seven episodes, hosted by popular carpenter,
craftsman and design expert  (Battle on the Beach), the pressure will be at an all-time
high as the HGTV powerhouse duos return to Rock the Block seeking an epic renovation showdown to
settle old scores and achieve victory — winning bragging rights and a street named in their honor.
The new season is slated to premiere in March 2024. 

Competitors will include renovation aces  and  (Battle on the Beach); home
renovation visionaries and partners  and  (Bargain Block); dynamic twin
sisters and real estate and design experts  and  (Unsellable Houses);
and billion-dollar real estate broker and house-flipping expert  and contractor
extraordinaire  (Fix My Flip). Each team will have just six weeks and a budget of
$250,000 to renovate attached waterfront homes, each featuring a pool and boat dock, transforming
them into luxurious homes that reflect their signature vision and stunning design style. 

“The competition format is incredibly popular with our viewers, with the previous run of Rock the
Block delivering HGTV’s highest-rated title in the first quarter of 2023 among two coveted demos,
Adults 25-54 and Women 25-54,” said Loren Ruch, Head of Content, HGTV. “This season’s four expert
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teams know what it takes to compete on the block, so we’ll keep them on their toes and crank up the
intensity with unexpected new challenges. Our stars are ready for a rematch and won’t hold back to
win it all.” 

The homes are being built by Blake Building in Treasure Island, Florida. 

Fans can stream the first four seasons of Rock the Block on  and stay tuned for more new
season updates on HGTV’s digital platforms at  and via @HGTV and   on

,  (formerly known as , ,  and . 

Rock the Block is produced by Big Table Media. 
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